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There is a body of knowledge,
there is a way of practising me-
thods to analyze sofrware sys-
tems or to design them. And
many people who have done
software development have
done this very informaly. They
have taken systems and done
decomposition, top down
design, step by step. Everyone
taught this approach. Many of
these ideas, of course, originat-
ed here in Switzerland. Me-
thods like Structured Analysis
and Structured Design, which
are now quite old, are based on
these ideas of partioning and
decomposition. Bur structured
methods or Case tools dori'r
come automatically to people:
rhey have to study thern ex-
pressly.
OP: Must your organization
train your cLientsif you want to
seil StP?
Wasserman: There are rwo

Soflvlare engineering
and Case e.nvironmenls
In the last couple of years,

the importance of Case

tools has grown. Companies

building software systems

must be careful to select a

multi-user Case environment

that can be adapted to

continuing hardware and
software advances.

Dr. Anthony Wasserman,

one of the most famous Case

architects, was interviewed

in Geneva about his vision

of using Case and the
structure of the Software

through Pictures (StP) Case

environment. Also, his

message for the future may

help some people in their

choice of the right way to
develop software.

OP: I welcome you Dr. Wasser-
man here in Geneva. I would
like to ask you first about the
status 0/ the Case market today,
and tben how it has changed in
the last couple ofyears?
Wasserman: The status of the
Case marker has changed sig-
nificantly in the past couple of
years. The first users of Case
tools in the mid-1980's were
experimenting in the same
manner as early adopters of
any technology. They evaluat-
ed product features, and tried
rhem out on small projects.
But they did not use it in a
serious way for projects that
were a strategie importance to
their organizations. This is
now changing very quickly.
Companies are paying atten-
tion to the need to improve
the qualiry of their sofrware
and to improve their process
of development. As a resulr
they are looking to software
engineering methods and to
Case tools to help thern do
that, And so we are seeing hig- Anthony Wasserman

rher-level management becom-
inginvolved in Case decisions,
and they are making strategie
decisions that have a greater
influence on their organiza-
tions.
OP: What kind 0/ people will
use Case in general?
Wasserman: Most of the users
of products like StP in the
Case market are historically
starring on the design of a new
product. These are often ana-
Iysts, designers, sometimes
they are programmers. And
now the market is gradually
shifting to involve a broader
set of people associated with
software development.
OP: What about the ability 0/
programmers to learn and use
software engineering methods
and Case tools?
Wasserman: It's like any new
technology or any new ap-
proach ro problem solving.
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issues. The first one is very tra-
ditional. People who work for
an organization have to learn
rhe process that is used in that
organization for software de-
velopment. And with Case
thar method has gradually
changed. So there is a need for
the organization to support
the training of their people so
rhat they can be the most pro-
ductive. The rnerhods that are
used in Case in general are not
taught today at Universities in
USA or - as far as I know - in
most other countries. So this
becomes professional develop-
ment material that they learn
after rhey are working. We as a
company at IDE place a lot of
emphasis on making custo-
mers be successful with me-
thods and with tools. And we
offer a very comprehensive set
of courses, training and con-
sulting. We use for our publi-
city something like a traffic
sign which says: Caution Case
learing curve ahead. And we
give our dients a road map
which shows all the different
courses that we offer to help
them overcome the difficulties
of introducing and using this
technology.
OP: But in comparison with
learning programming langua-
ges isn 't it much more complica-
te to learn Case or methods 0/
Cast?
Wasserman: I don't think so.
Of course it depends on the
language and the method. But
throughout history the me-
thods that are the best and the
most widely used are those
that are comprehensible and
thar can be learned. If you try
to learn a programming langu-
age like PLil or Cobol, they
have a lot of reserved words, a
complicated syntax and most
programmers use only a very
small percentage of the fea-
tures. To me those are horribly
complicated languages. One
reason Pascal was designed was
to bring simplicity, to have a
nice .clean and simple nota-
tion. So there are some soft-
ware engineering rnethods
that are very complex, but
others where the principles are
straight forward and where
people can understand the
notation and they just need
some practice to use the
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merhod well. In the same way,
a person usmg a new pro gram-
ming language must write
several pro grams before being
able to use the language effec-
tively.
OP: You invented also a design
method called OOSD. Can you
tell me tbe principle 0/ it?
Wasserman: Sure. We actual-
ly invented a notation. A nota-
tion and a method are not qui-
te the same. But the idea of ehe
0050 notation is to support
the architectural design of

The status 01

the Case market

haschanged

signilicantly!

systems. We wanted to be able
to provide a single notation
that supports many different
kinds of designs, induding
both hierarchical functional
design and the more modern
object-oriented design. So we
produced this notation and
have now built some rools that
support that notation. We are
also starting to teach people
how to design their systems in
an object-oriented way. And
that s very different from the
traditional approach to design.
OP: Do you develop your own
applications with StP?
Wasserman: Of course! As
the founder ofIDE and one of
the two architects of StP I pay
more attention to how to
build the environmenr. Over
time I have built some designs,
some small systems with these
methods. The methods are
quite old. But today I do not
do much design and imple-
rnentation of software systems.
There are other many things
to do, to make this cornpany
of cours be successful.
OP: Would you mind giving a
short scenario how you would
develop an application?
Wasserman: Some years ago,
application development fol-
lowed a straightforward rradi-
tional life cyde model, where
you began by doing Struc-
tured Analysis with a set of da-
ta flow diagrams and/or data
model. You would validate
this model with a walkthrough
or review, and then move to
design to build the software
architecture, and so on - very

traditional kinds of things.
Today, we try to look at system
design more ftom rhe object-
oriented spiral approach. This
approach is based on identify-
ing dass es and relationships
berween dasses putting to-
gether an object-oriented de-
sign. The iterative steps invol-
ve high level identification of
dasses, refining those dass de-
finitions using irnplernenta-
tions where they are available
or building your own. This is a
very different process for soft-
ware development than the
traditional structured ap-
proach.
OP: Do you have an example 0/
very famous applications in the
world made by StP?
Wasserman: The one I like
best is an application which
was developed by Raytheon in
the USA. And the application
has to do with aircraft landing.
When an airplane is landing it
is very sensitive to defects of so
called wind shear. A group in
Raytheon built the system
Terminal Doppler Weather
Radar which is used at Logan
Airport in Boston. And this is
a systern that was designed
with StP And since I fly to
Boston a lot, I'rn very happy
to have that systern there.
OP: In general people are not
always satisfied with software.
Can StP stop dependencies be-
tween programmers and users?Is
it possible -one day - to develop
software like a shell in an expert
system that users will be inde-
pendent?
Wasserman: Yes, it's possible.
Bur it's typically for very spe-
cific kinds of applications. If
you look today you'll see that
database companies have de-
signed application develop-
ment tools in fourth genera-
tion languages and forrns-
oriented systems rhar are
intended to be used by non-
programmer. If you look at so-

. me of the spreadsheets pro-
.ducts they have their own
macro languages which are in
fact like programming langua-
ges. If you look at Hypercard
there is a scripting languages
Hypertalk for people to create
their own stacks. So in some
kinds of application domains
there has been an attempt ma-
de by software builders to give
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tool. Rather than having the
tools talk direcdy to one ano-
ther through a secret file for-
mat you use the repository as
the place where this data inter-
change occurs. You make sure
that all the data that is avail-
able to all the rools is in rhe re-
pository, The advantage to this
is thar now you can build
orher tools that are able to
share that da ta as well.
OP: Is the repository the reason
0/ the ability to recover design

form source code?
Wasserman: It's not rhe rea-
son because we could have
taken the source code from
Saber C and created our own
private file systern, file structu-
re and achieved the same ob-
jective. Bur we used the repo-
sitory because that is rhe rne-
chanism that has multi-user
access so that different tools
and users can concurrendy get
access to and navigate through
the design to the code in both
directions which you can not
do with the private file con-
necrion anywhere near as well.
OP: Will heterogenous networks
disappear in the next century?
Wasserman: Sornerimes it's
hard to guess what will happen
in the next century alrhough
it's only 9 years away. I think
that heterogenous networks
will be with us for quite some
time. And there are a lot of
tools and environments being
developed that make the same
assumption. All of these
client-server applications that
you see being developed are
aimed at doing part of your
task on one machine and part
on anorher, If you look at
IBM's SAA strategy they made
the assumption rhat they have
different hardware architec-
tures that must work with one
another, If you look around
various hardware architectures
you see that there are a lot of
companies that are committed
to the Intel archirecture,
others to IBM's Risc 6000,
orhers to the Mips chip in the·
Ace Consortium, others to the
Sun's Sparc plarforrn. And
many organizations have se-
veral different machines and as
the nerwork capabilities beco-
me greater and greater we see
that users want to inter-
connect everything. They

users the ability to wrire their
own applications using this
technology. It's interesting
that some of these mecha-
nisms are programming langu-
ages themselves. And so sorne-
times the endusers write very
good programs in this special-
ized language and sometimes
they dori'r. And they discover
some of rhe same problems in
their spreadsheet programs
that programmers discover in
their Fortran 01' C programs.
There will always be sorne-
thing for the professional pro-
grammer to do.
OP: What is the highest expecta-
tion with Case? Is it possible to
redesign, reengineer an operat-
ing system like Unix?
Wasserman: Your question
opens a lot of possibilities.
One thing rhat we have built
very recendy is rhe C Develop-
ment Environment. Ir is
aimed at people who are both:
Developing new applications
in C - which is a fair number
- and there is a larger group of
people who are doing conti-
nuous developrnent - evolving
and reengineering applications
that were written in C. So we
have combined parts of StP
with Saber C which is a very
good C programming envi-
ronment. And we have built a
tool that allows us to generate
code from StP into Saber C
and take C code and to gene-
rate the design information
into structure charts and da ta
structure diagrams with para-
meters, to do this both as a
one time operation and incre-
menrally, Somebody can chan-
ge a piece of code, then gene-
rate only the new part of de-
sign. This is a very ni ce
technology. But now, the que-
stion of can you use that to re-
engineer Unix? In principle:
Yes. Because this is aimed at
any piece of C code. Ir's not
dear that one wants to reen-
gineer Unix but could you use
this to better understand the
structure of rhe operaring sy-
srern, source code and the data
structures - absolutely. And to
navigate back and forth bet-
ween the code and the design
and ask queries.
OP: Unix could be developed
forward flr the use 0/ multi-
processor or parallel systems?
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Case tools don 't automatically to people.

Wasserman: I think rhe goal
that we had in StP and in the
C Development Environment
is largly independent of the
specific applications that
people are doing. So again, in
principle the tools can be used
for that. Indeed many of our
users are building real time ap-
plications, embedded systems
and designing rnulti-proces-
sing kinds of applications. But
the design and applications
that run on parallel processors,
this is quite a new area. I'rn
not aware of any of our users
who are doing just that today.
OP: What is the meaning 0/ the
word «repository»?
Wasserman: With the big R it
is IBM's proposed database for
the information produced and

We as a company

al IDE place a 101

of emphasis on

making culomers

be successful

wilh melhods and

wilh 10015.

used by orher rools, In the
sense of a litde r definition the
repository is the place where
you store all the information
that is produced by and avail-
able to all the tools that must
work together in a Case envi-
ronment. When we first built
StP we induded a relaticnal
database systern, we defined a
schema for the repository for
StP. So we shipped this multi-
user repository to our custu-
mers over 7 years ago, in early
1985. So we had at that time
created a repository specialized
for the need of StP. Now there
are quite a number of reposi-
tory proposals, some of thern

.have a predefined schema as
available for IBM's repository
for example. And others are
just generalized capabilities
that defined a nonsharable
repository without a specific
structure.
OP: Is the repository a pool 0/
tools where you can get the in-

[ormation flr all the parts 0/
software development?
Wasserman: It's not the pool
of tools, but the pool of infor-
mation shared among the
tools. So if you think abour all
these tools you want them to
share data with one another, If
I generate code from my de-
sign tool I can send it to a pro-
gramming tool. If I have a de-
sign diagram I can send it to a
technical publishing rool, if I
have source code I can reverse
engineer it into the design
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want to have whatever is on
their desktop connected to
every other machine, includ-
ing PCs, workstations, minis,
and mainframes, both at their
local side and accross a geogra-
phically-distributed wide-area
nerwork. I rhink that the need
for support for these kinds of
distribured nerworks and hete-
rogenous nerworks may be
come greater rather than less
over the coming years.
OP: What is the meaning of
«Visible Connections» tben?
Wasserman: Visible Connec-
tions refers to modularity
which is the single most im-
portant design principle. Mo-
dularity is an important prin-
ciple in software design and
when we built our environ-
ment we published all the in-
terfaces to all of our programs,
because StP is not one huge
executable program. More
than 100 pro grams work to-
gether. Our tools can call one
another and other people's
tools can call some subset of
our tools. So Visible Connec-
tions is a principle by which
we built StP. We published the
tool interfaces, the file for-
mats, database schema, rhe
rernplates that generate docu-
ments, code, database sehe-
mas, we published the anno ta-
tions for every symbol and
diagram and these are all
accessible to users and modi-
fiable if they want w do that.
Ir makes our product very
open and makes ir very easy
for people to integrate our tool
with other people's tools, to
built a complete environment.
We used our own principles of
Visible Connections w built
the C Development Environ-
ment. So ir's a very powerful
principle for creating sofrware
systems.
OP: Are you planning to port
StP to platforms like PCs with
Microchannel, Eisa or Mac-
intosh architecture as weil?
Wasserman: We have ported
StP ,w a number of different
hardware platforms. It runs on
abour 10 different hardware
platforms. Bur from the be-
ginning we designed StP to be
a multi-user environment. We
never built StP to run on MS-
DOS or the Mac Finder or
OS/2 which is also a single
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Visible Connections
is a principle by
which we built StP.

user system although it has
multi-tasking. So it is not the
hardware architecture that is
the problem. We can make StP
run on an Intel 80386 or
80486 running SCO Unix on
those rnachines, The standard
PC architecture is not the pro-
blem; it's the fact that StP is a
multi-user environment.
OP: Would you explain IDE's
Integrated Case environment
Jor the 1990 's?
Wasserman: The Integrated
Case environment is an at-
tempt to model what a future
integrated Case environment
will look like. Users have a lot
of different rools they want ro
use throughour their sofrware
development process: tools
like StP's analysis and design,

Saber C ·for programming,
various resting tools, docu-
mentation tools and configu-
ration management. And
every organization has its own
parricular favourites. But
what's important for every-
body is to have a collection
of tools that work nicely
together, We talked _earlier
abour the data integration.
Users would like to have all
these tools able to share data
with one another through a re-
posirory. So the lower level in
the diagram shows Shared Re-
pository. So the implication is
that all these tools will access
the repository. I have shown
rhe tools as vertical and hori-
zontal tools. A vertical tool is
typically used at one stage of
the life cyde - compiler or
analysis tool. And a horizontal
tool is used across the whole
life cyde. You should always
do documentation, early and
late in the project. You must
always do project manage-
ment to keep track of resour-
ces and your schedule. Bur you
still want all these tools work
together. We talked abour data
integration. There are three
more kinds of integration in
the diagram. Platform integra-
tion means that you want this
whole environment to run on
your nerwork of machines
transparently. You don't care
where the tools are, what the

hardware is, you just as a user
of the environment want it w
work. Then there is Presenta-
tion integration. What that
means is ir you'd like all the
tools w have rhe same look
and feel. Because when you
begin to get a lot of different
tools, if you have a different
user interface for each one you
go crazy. And the principle of
the Macintosh is the right one.
Every tool that you use has a
consistent user inrerface, it has
a consistent way of saving
things to a dipboard which
you can paste into another
application. You want to have
a similar capability in a Case
environment. And we are see-
ing in the Unix cornrnuniry
ideas like Open Look and Mo-
rif come forward as de-facto-
standards for presentation
integration. The last piece I
called Control integration.
You notice this on rhe diagram
that it connects all the tools
and the reposirory. And this is
the capability of tools to dyna-
mically communicate to each
other, For example, if I'm
using StP to do a design and I
change the design, I want to
be able to signal the technical
publishing tool which has a
document with that design
and somehow tell it that you
updated the design. If I gene-
rate code, I want to norify the
compiler that there is some

Common User Interface
(Presentation Integration)

ertical Analysis Design Coding Testing Simulation Reverse
Engineeringools Tools Tools Tools Tools Tools Tools
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(Platform Integration)
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IDE's Integrated Case environment in the 1990's

Control
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new code. So what I need is a
dynamic tool to tool cornmu-
nication mechanism. Now
there are several of these. The
best known is the Broadcast
Message Server in Hewlett-
Packard's Softbench. Digital's
Fuse and Sun's Tooltalk are
very similar. The idea is that
you can broadcast a message
from a tool which is handled
by the Tooltalk, Fuse or
Broadcast Message Server, and
then send out to other tools
that will use that information
to take some action. To con-
clude when you think about
what you want this future
integrated case environment
to be: They must share date
through a repository, they
must run on heterogenous
networks, must have a consi-
stent user interface and it must
be able to support tools that
dynamically interact one ano-
ther, That's the vision that we
have of integrated Case envi-
ronment.
OP: What is Jour message [or
the foture to all software users?
What vision do JOu have flr the

foture?
Wasserman: As one thinks
about the future in 1991, one
has to think not only about
sofrware but about the society
at large and about some of the
amazing events that are hap-
pening in our world. Software
plays an important role in all
of this, the computer and its
communications are certainly
a very powerful means for
bringing people together in
this world. And indeed Elec-
tronic Mail and Fax have been
very irnportant in cornmuni-
cation between people in
Eastern Europe and the rest of
the world. For software more
in general I think that we see
that software continues to find
its way in almost everything
that we do in our advanced so-
ciety. And what that means is
growing importance for rhe
quality of software that we
build, a growing need to ma-
nage the process of sofrware
development by those people
who are building these very
complex systems. One thing
about human nature is that
once we build something very
sophisticated, the next thing
we are going to do is to build
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something more sophisticated.
And so the need to understand
software design goes up conti-
nually. People are going to
find that they need more 'and
more standard methods and
improved methods for design-
ing and building the kind of
complex systems that we ex-
pect to have. And here I think
the technology that we have
helped to bring to people can
playamajor role in building
those systems.
OP: As a Case developerJOUha-
ve quite a lot 0/ responsibility
that human beings will have it
better in the foture?
Wasserman: We would like to
think so. When we look at the
applicarions that people are
building, they affect the envi-
ronment and they affect corn-
munication. We like to think
that we can provide tools that
can help people built sofrware
and applications that will be
positive forces in the global
community and sociery over a
couple of years.
OP: I wish JOU good luck flr
Jour product and Jour orga-
nization and I thank JOu flr
this interview with quite a

fomous person in the area 0/
Case.

Zusammenfassung
In den vergangenen Jahren
ist die Bedeutung der Case-
Werkzeuge stark gewach-
sen. Unternehmungen, die
sich mit Software-Entwick-
lung beschäftigen, müssen
sich vorsichtigerweise auf

.Multiuser-Case-Umgebun-
gen konzentrieren, die sich
jederzeit bei neuen Hard-
ware- und Software-Vortei-
len anpassen lassen. Dr.
Anrhony Wasserman ist
einer der erfolgreichsten
Case-Architekten und wur-
de in Genf über seine Sicht,
Case zu gebrauchen, und
über die Struktur von Soft-
ware through Pictures (StP)
befragt. Seine Meinung
dürfte vielen Menschen
helfen, die richtige Wahl
bei der Software-Entwick-
lung und -Anwendung zu
treffen.
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